FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Obi Omoriegie appointed PM World Correspondent in UAE

Active PM professional in Abu Dhabi joins International Correspondents Team for PM World Journal & Library

16 November 2021 – Dallas, TX, USA and Abu Dhabi, UAE – PM World has announced the appointment of Mr. Obi Omoriegie as an International Correspondent for the PM World Journal (PMWJ) in the United Arab Emirates. Based in Abu Dhabi, Obi Omoriegie, MSc, PgMP®, PMP®, ACP®, IPMO-E, is an experienced PMO Leader and Program Manager, with more than a decade leading solution delivery in a diverse portfolio of organizations including the Nuclear Industry, Finance, Software and Manpower Services.

Graduating with a computer science degree from the prestigious Covenant University, Nigeria, he kicked off his career at Nigeria’s Leading software house SystemSpecs before exploring opportunities within the UAE. Obi currently Heads Project Management Competency development at the Middle-East’s First Nuclear Power Plant, Nawah Energy Company, where he leads a multi-national team of certified project professionals in delivering competency-based project management development packages (trainings, mentoring, assessment, governance) that enable a culture of effective project and program delivery enterprise wide.

Obi is an active voice in providing thought leadership through his writings and public speaking sessions within the Project Management community in the UAE and across the African continent where he leads a self-initiated coaching program in partnership with PMI® chapters.

To follow Mr. Omoriegie’s activities as a PMWJ correspondent, visit his profile page periodically at https://pmworldlibrary.net/obi-omoriegie/.

According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “Obi Omoriegie is a practicing PM professional who is actively engaged in organizational project management improvement, a major plus. He is also an enthusiastic supporter of modern professional project management, not only in UAE but in multiple countries. We are very happy to have Mr. Omoriegie bring his energy, knowledge and contacts to our correspondents team.”

Mr. Omoriegie stated, “After actively volunteering in the PMI UAE chapter for seven years, I now think volunteering as a correspondent for PM World Journal will not only improve my writing skills but also expose me to a global platform and knowledge base. My goal is to invest the time and stretch myself enough to reach a higher level in my professional career. Thank you for this opportunity.”

Pells added, “Obi will be reporting news from Abu Dhabi as well as from wherever he might travel in the region. There are thousands of projects underway in UAE alone, some involving massive investment. There is also a growing community of project management practitioners
in the area. I look forward to reading his reports and to learning more about projects and PM there.”

PM World correspondents are located in various countries, reporting news about local and regional projects and project management organizations, events and developments. To see current correspondents and to follow their work, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/international-correspondents/

The PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4480) is a web-based monthly publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around the world. The PMWJ is produced and published by PM World which also maintains the PM World Library, a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net.